Captain Harlot and the EDF Travesty / Semester 2, 2014

(Partial) Cast & Crew Awards
Dan:

The *whispers* "Can you hear me yet?" award for most improved stage
whisper

James:

The "Inclusivity" award for providing accurate translations for our hearing
impaired audience members

Hayley:

The "They killed our Gerrddd!" award for being too trusting of foreigners

Steven:

The "That guy is wearing shorts" award for not flashing the audience, much to
that guy on Thursday's dismay

Matt:

The "Icarus Award" for flying too close to the sun and going from lead to dying
in scene 1 in successive pantos

Byron:

The "$5 stripper" award for giving everyone their money’s worth that one night

Ryan:

The award for proving that love is more important than CPR in a medical
emergency

Andrew:

The "Womaniser" award for referring to everyone by their gender

Ash:

The "You're light years away from facing Brock!" award for inappropriate
application of trans-galactic unit measurements

Katherine:

The "Office of Film and Literature Classification" award for (necessary)
censorship

Stuart:

[A pun about it being his birthday]

Ruby Blakeway:

The "climbing the corporate ladder" award for fast-tracked promotions

Alice:

The "Sexual Lobster would be proud" award for a most accurate portrayal of the
aforementioned YouTuber’s Latin man-w****

Jack:

The "I am not actually an alien infiltrator" for being too deep undercover to stop
now

Ruby Breen:

The "I am not actually a robot" award for being too deep in disguise

Ian:

The "Young Whippersnapper" award for letting me think he was a fresher when,
in reality, he was doing pantos when I was in grade 8

Stephi:

Award for accurately and unintentionally cosplaying a World of Warcraft Dwarf

Lewis:

The "Next stop, the Court on a Wednesday night" award for enthusiastically
volunteering to cross-dress on stage

Zack:

The "Pacific Rimjob" award for caving to the audiences demands for violent
fisting

Cam:

The "Cert IV in Electricianing" award for rewiring the entire Dolphin's lights at
top and tail

Amy:

The Moyled award for purr... purr... purr... ... ... pretty good

Bradley:

The "Watch out Stuart" award for murdering the birthday boy

